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Capital Effectiveness in Telcos: What Business the capital decisions for an executive at an airline and
an executive at a telecommunications provider, who
School Didn’t Teach You
are both spending $6 billion of capex over three years.
The airline is replacing 60 old aircraft with 60 new
aircraft from a mix of four configurations. The telecom
executive needs to make many more decisions, on
everything from expanding the wireline fiber-to-thehome footprint by a million new premises, to buying
spectrum, upgrading 4,000 cell towers to 5G wireless,
or replacing 500,000 set-top boxes.

A fresh approach to capex planning helps telecom executives
face their exceptional capital challenges.
All senior finance executives face difficult challenges,
but the data makes it clear: Telecom executives really
do face the greatest capital planning challenges.
Bain compared concentration of capital investment
against capital intensity in 17 industries and found
that in no other vertical do finance executives face as
severe a challenge in effectively allocating significant
capital investment across such a broad range of assets
and categories (see Figure 1).

Because the complexity is so extreme, it’s no wonder
that telecommunications executives struggle to find
the right tools to measure and manage capital allocation in their outlying industry. Business school
simply didn’t give them the tools they need.
So how do leading telecom executives approach capex,
and turn it into their most potent strategic weapon
to beat their competition?

While some industries, like semiconductor manufacturing and airlines, are almost as capital intensive in
terms of the amount of investment, the decisions are
fewer and far more monolithic. For example, compare

Figure 1:

Capital effectiveness is uniquely challenging in telecommunications, given the industry’s high
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Notes: Concentration of capital investment measured through a generalization of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), a commonly accepted measure of market concentration;
specifically, we calculated the sum of the squares of the share of each project’s capex allocation, and then multiplied by 10,000; scores less than 1,500 are considered
fragmented, scores above 2,500 are considered monolithic; industries comprise public companies valued at greater than $500 million in 2015; consumer services industry
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First, they treat different types of capex appropriately. They know what is truly a “must do’’ and
what is discretionary. They also use a more nuanced
approach than just return on investment (ROI) for
the vast majority of spending that doesn’t provide
an obvious direct financial payback.
Second, they resist the temptation to spread investment dollars evenly like peanut butter, and instead
cultivate a set of investment scenarios. Each scenario
targets a different bold objective, and has an ROI
defined in terms of an explicit set of trade-offs
among business units. The result is that all discretionary investment—spanning network, IT and
product development—focuses on beating the
competition with the best value proposition where
it matters most, and where their odds of success
are most favorable.
Finally, they rewire their end-to-end capex process
around multiyear rolling calendars with clear
strategic objectives. This puts an end to the annual
budget fights and brinkmanship across business
units, and eliminates the waste and organizational
frustration that come from creating annual wish
lists that are inevitably cut back.

All senior finance executives face difficult challenges, but the data makes it clear:
Telecom executives really do face the
greatest capital planning challenges.

It all begins with a clear understanding of the current
capex plan. This requires a structured and intuitive
articulation that links investments to a competitive
objective rather than the long list of idiosyncratic
projects that typically defines the annual budget. This
allows executives to identify where spending doesn’t
align with strategic priorities. It also allows meaningful identification of the hot and cold zones where they
may be over- and underinvesting. For more, see “The
Fool’s Gold of Capital Efficiency in Telcos.”
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